Conserved Spatial Organization of FGDomains in the Nuclear Pore Complex
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ABSTRACT  Selective transport through the nuclear pore complex (NPC) requires nucleoporins containing natively unfolded phenylalanine-glycine (FG) domains. Several differing models for their dynamics within the pore have been proposed. We characterize the behavior of the FG nucleoporins in vivo using polarized fluorescence microscopy. Using nucleoporins tagged with green fluorescent protein along their FG domains, we show that some of these proteins are ordered, indicating an overall orientational organization within the NPC. This orientational ordering of the FG domains depends on their specific context within the NPC, but is independent of active transport and cargo load. For most nups, behavior does not depend on the FG motifs. These data support a model whereby local geometry constrains the orientational organization of the FG nups. Intriguingly, homologous yeast and mammalian proteins show conserved behavior, suggesting functional relevance. Our findings have implications for mechanistic models of NPC transport.

INTRODUCTION

Transport of molecules into and out of the nucleus requires use of the nuclear pore complex (NPC), which is a selective, macromolecular channel spanning the nuclear envelope (NE) (1). Cargo molecules larger than ~40 kDa require transport receptors (karyopherins) to cross; molecules smaller than ~40 kDa can transit the NPC passively by diffusion or via karyopherins.

Imported molecules bind karyopherins in the cytoplasm. In the nucleus, karyopherin-cargo is dissociated by the GTPase Ran, which is loaded with GTP by RCC1 (Prp20p in yeast) (2–4). Export cargo binds karyopherins (either directly or via adaptors) in complex with RanGTP and is transported to the cytoplasm where RanGAP (rna1p in yeast) stimulates GTP hydrolysis, dissociating the complex (5,6).

The NPC contains multiple copies of ~30 different proteins (nucleoporins) (7). Approximately one-third of these have a folded domain that anchors the protein in the NPC and a natively unstructured domain containing multiple repeats of a phenylalanine-glycine motif (FG nups) (8). The FG motif is required for karyopherin binding, and certain point mutations in the FG binding regions of karyopherinβ/importinβ or NTF2 decrease their ability to translocate cargo (9,10).

Structures obtained by electron microscopy (EM) show unstructured density in the pore lumen, attributed to natively unfolded FG domains (11). Some FG nups are localized in the center of the NPC (central FG nups), while others localize either to the nuclear or cytoplasmic side (peripheral FG nups). It is therefore proposed that the lumen of the NPC is filled with these unstructured domains, creating a barrier to nonspecific transport, while allowing passage of cargo via interaction with the FG repeats.

The amino-acid sequences surrounding the FG repeats vary. Typically, some appear in longer motifs such as FxFG or SxFG (12). The linker portions of the FG domains between the repeats show little conservation of sequence, although they contain a high proportion of disorder-promoting amino acids (13).

The mechanism by which the FG domains facilitate cargo movement through the NPC remains unknown. Existing models predict differing behaviors for the FG nups and their interactions with cargo (14). Some predict that the FG domains are static, crosslinked by their FG repeats (15,16), while others predict dynamic behavior for the FG domains (17). The models differ in their predictions of how cargo interacts with the FG repeats inside the NPC, as some invoke rapid binding and unbinding of cargo from the FG repeats (7,19,20), whereas others propose a single, or a few, binding steps per transit (21). Additionally, it has been proposed that cargo binding causes a conformational change in the FG domain (22,23). The majority of models do not differentiate between FG nups, but some suggest that the FG domains of different nucleoporins may have different properties (24,25).
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Many of these models are based on FG domains studied in vitro, or computational modeling. However, the in vivo geometry of the NPC presents a different context than most in vitro assays. Studying FG proteins in their native context in live cells may be crucial for differentiating between the models and determining the mechanism of transport through the NPC.

We used polarized fluorescence microscopy (anisotropy measurements) to study the FG nups in vivo. Fluorescence anisotropy yields information about the orientation, dynamics, and proximity of fluorescent molecules (26). Microscopy provides spatial resolution, allowing us to probe the local environment of a fluorophore in vivo. Anisotropy measurements of green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged proteins have been used to determine the order and disorder of different domains of the MHC complex (27), and to show the organization of yeast septins (28). We have previously used anisotropy to observe the order and disorder of different domains of yeast FG nups (29) and to determine the orientation of structural proteins within the NPC (30), an approach that has since been independently validated both by EM structures of the intact complex (31) and by an integrative domain-mapping approach (32).

Our understanding of the structure and dynamics of the FG-nups has been limited by the unstructured domains within these proteins as well as the unknown effects of their packing within the NPC lumen. In this article, we use anisotropy to characterize the behavior of yeast and mammalian FG nups in situ. We show that the FG domains of these proteins have different amounts of orientational order, and these properties are conserved between homologous proteins in yeast and mammals. The FG domains are therefore organized in the NPC. Here, ‘organization’ refers to an overall order in orientation of the FG domains, rather than their position within the complex. We show that the behavior of the FG domains does not depend on cargo load and has a limited dependence on the FG repeats.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and constructs

Standard cloning methods were used (33). Details of the cloning strategies used can be found in the Supporting Material. Details of plasmids and oligonucleotides will be provided on request.

Sample preparation

Yeast

Yeast cells were grown in log phase for >24 h in low-fluorescence medium (LFM) (33) at 30°C. Concentrated diploid cells from 1 to 3 mL of suspension culture were resuspended in LFM. A quantity of 1 μL of this suspension was spread onto a glass slide, with a coverslip (No. 1.5, VWR, Radnor, PA). Images were collected at room temperature (RT) with 2000-ms exposure time (anisotropy experiments) or 100-ms exposure time (mCherry-NLS); 50–150 cells were imaged per experiment.

Mammalian cells

HeLa cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; GIBCO, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) containing penicillin/streptomycin and fetal bovine serum (FBS; GIBCO) in 35-mm glass-bottom dishes (No. 1.5; MatTek, Ashland, MA). Cells were transfected with nucleoporin-GFP expression plasmids using Lipofectamine (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and imaged 18–48 h after transfection in CIM solution (Hanks buffered salt solution, i.e., HBBS; Sigma, St. Louis, MO; 5% fetal bovine serum; and 10 mM n-(2-hydroxyethyl) piperazine-N,N’-ethanesulfonic acid, i.e., HEPES, pH 7.4) or transport buffer (TB) (20 mM HEPES, 100 mM potassium acetate, 1 mM ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 2 mM magnesium acetate, and 2 mM dithreitol, pH 7.3). Cells were imaged at 37°C with 2000-ms exposure time (anisotropy experiments) or 1000-ms exposure time (dual-color experiments); 30–60 cells were imaged per experiment.

Microscopy

Images were collected on an IX-70 microscope with a 1.45 NA 60× objective lens (Olympus, Center Valley, PA). Light from a 488-nm argon laser (Spectra Physics, now Newport, Irvine, CA) was passed through a polarizer (Chroma Technology, Bellows Falls, VT) and a half-wave plate (ThorLabs, Newton, NJ). A 535/30ET or a 525/50ET emission filter and a 500LP dichroic filter (Chroma Technology) were used. Emitted light was separated on the basis of polarization by an Optosplit III splitter (Cairn, Kent, UK) containing a polarizer and clean-up polarizers (Chroma Technology), and simultaneously recorded side-by-side with an Orca ER camera (Hamamatsu, Hamamatsu City, Japan). Dual-color experiments used the same setup with laser excitation of 488 nm and 568 nm (Melles Griot, Albuquerque, NM), a 488/568 poly chrome (Chroma Technology) dichroic, and an Optosplit III emission splitter with an ET525/50 bandpass filter, a ET632/60 bandpass filter, and a 580-lp dichroic mirror (Cairn). Image acquisition was controlled by MetaMorph imaging software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).

Anisotropy image analysis

All analysis was carried out using the software MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) as previously described in Mattheyses et al. (29) and Kampmann et al. (30). For details, see the Supporting Material.

Single cell analyses

For each cell, the anisotropy pattern was normalized to its minimum and maximum and repeated four times for yeast cells (for which the pattern is measured over 360°) and eight times for mammalian cells (for which the pattern is measured over 180°). A Fourier transform was taken of these values. The value of the frequency component corresponding to 180° periodicity was divided by the standard deviation of the values of all higher frequency components, yielding a value that reflects how much greater the value of the ordered frequency component is above the noise of all other frequency components. We refer to this value as the “ordered-ness score”.

Determination of cell cycle state

Bright-field images of each field of cells were taken. Cells were assigned to eight cell cycle stages based on their bud morphology in bright-field (34) and their nuclear morphology in the fluorescence image.

Imaging chimeric constructs

Because mNup214/98-GFPtip construct displayed fluorescence at the NE but had a high cytoplasmic background, the mNup214/98-GFPtip experiment was done in permeabilized cells.
**Dual-color image analysis**

Images were analyzed with the software ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Contributions from the camera background and the media background were subtracted. Individual cells cropped from the red and green channels were aligned using an Image Splitter Analyzer plug-in (Cairn). The mNup62-mCherry image was used to create a NE mask: local background was subtracted using the rolling-ball background-subtract function with a radius of 10; the image was thresholded for the brightest pixels. This mask was applied to the original mNup62-mCherry and kapβ1-GFP images and average fluorescence at the NE was determined. For the timelapse images, the fluorescence intensity of individual cells was normalized before averaging the signal.

**Azide treatment of cells**

Yeast cells were washed in 1 mL, LFM without glucose, spun down, and resuspended in 100 µL, LFM containing 20 mM sodium azide, 20 mM deoxyglucose, and no glucose. Cells were grown at 30°C for 20 min before imaging.

**Permeabilized cells**

Cells were incubated on ice for 5 min, washed in cold TB, and incubated on ice in TB and 70 µg/mL digitonin for 5 min. Cells were then washed twice in cold TB and twice in 37°C TB before imaging.

**WGA binding**

Modified TB without EGTA was used. Cells were permeabilized using digitonin, and washed once in cold TB. A quantity of 2 mg/mL WGA was added and cells were incubated on ice for 15 min, washed twice in cold TB and twice in 37°C TB.

**Ran purification and GTP loading**

**Ran purification**

His-tagged Ran in the pET28 vector (a gift from Dr. Günter Blobel) was transformed into BL21 (DE3) RIL-competent cells (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). Expression was induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and cells were grown for 3 h. Cells were spun at 63,000 rpm for 10 min and the pellet was frozen overnight before lysis in BugBuster solution (Novagen, Madison, WI) and 10 mM imidazole. The lysate was spun at 18,000 rpm for 60 min. The supernatant was added to Ni²⁺ beads (Qiagen, Germantown, MD), mixed at 4°C for 1 h and washed in 10 mM Tris pH 8, 250 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 20 mM imidazole, and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol. Protein was eluted from the beads in 10 mM Tris pH 8, 250 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl₂, 250 mM imidazole, and 1 mM β-mercaptoethanol. The fractions containing the most protein were combined and purified with a PD-10 salt exchange column (GE Healthcare, Wauwatosa, WI) and eluted into TB.

**GTP loading**

Ran was loaded in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.3, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM magnesium acetate, 2.5 mM dithioretil, and 1 mM GTP at RT for 30 min, before 2.5-fold dilution and addition of magnesium acetate to 5 mM. Free nucleotides were removed by gel filtration on a PD-10 column.

**Addition of Ran to cells**

**Dual-color experiments**

Cells were permeabilized and washed in TB. A quantity of 0.5 mL of 37°C TB was added to the cells. Cells transfected with both mNup62-mCherry and kapβ1-GFP were identified before the addition of 0.5 mL of 0.3 mg/mL RanGTP. Images were taken before, and 10 min after, RanGTP addition. For the timelapse, images were taken every 5 s for 10 min after RanGTP addition.

**Anisotropy experiments**

Cells were permeabilized and washed in TB. A quantity of 0.5 mL RanGTP (0.3 mg/mL) was added and cells were incubated at 37°C for 5 min. A quantity of 0.5 mL TB at 37°C was added and the cells were imaged. For control cells, 0.5 mL TB was added instead of RanGTP.

**RESULTS**

**Anisotropy assay for order in the nuclear pore complex**

To monitor the degree of ordering of different nucleoporin domains in vivo, we introduced a GFP tag at different positions within nups and measured the GFP anisotropy by a customized fluorescence anisotropy microscopy approach. The sample is excited with polarized light, and the fluorescence emission collected in channels parallel (I||) and perpendicular (I⊥) to the polarization of the exciting light. From pixel intensities in these two channels, anisotropy r = (I|| - I⊥) / (I|| + 2 × I⊥) is calculated. Anisotropy is affected by movement of the chromophore and its orientation relative to the polarization of the light (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). The nucleocytoplasmic axis of each NPC is perpendicular to the plane of the NE. Therefore, individual NPCs are oriented at different angles relative to the excitation polarization depending on NE orientation. This allows for parallel measurements of many NPC orientations to be made in a single cell.

The presence or absence of periodic changes in anisotropy indicates whether a molecule is ordered relative to the NPC (29). For molecules that are ordered with respect to the NPC, the anisotropy will change as a function of the NE orientation. Anisotropy is independent of the orientation of the NE plane for disordered molecules. However, because GFP is not joined to the protein by a rigid linker, the orientation of the GFP dipole cannot be related back to the protein orientation.

While the presence of a periodic anisotropy pattern as a function of NE orientation indicates that the GFP must be somewhat ordered, two factors contribute to the amplitude of this curve: the orientation and dynamics of the GFP. We have previously described the shapes of these curves (30): Type I, a pattern with maximal anisotropy values when the excitation polarization is parallel to the nucleocytoplasmic axis (0°), and minimal anisotropy values when it is at 90°; and Type III, a pattern of the opposite phase. The difference in phase between these patterns indicates differences in orientation of the GFP dipole within the NPC. Mobile GFPs emit light that is more depolarized. However, mobile GFP, when it is spatially limited in the
range of orientations it is able to explore, leads to periodic curves of lower amplitude.

Each FG domain shows a unique behavior

We have previously shown that the folded and FG domains of yeast nucleoporin 57 (yNup57) have different degrees of orientational order (29). GFP fused to the folded domain of yNup57 has a Type I pattern, characteristic of an ordered protein. GFP at the tip of the yNup57 FG domain has an anisotropy curve of lower amplitude, although the period remains the same. Similarly, GFP at the tip of the yNup116 FG domain has a low amplitude curve. However, the anisotropy of GFP at the tip of yNup159 is independent of the NE orientation, indicating that it is totally disordered.

In this study, we examine the anisotropy of GFP at the tip of a fourth yeast nup, yNup1. Like yNup159, the yNup1-GFPtip anisotropy is independent of the NE orientation, indicating disorder.

To determine whether these results are consistent across species, we measured the anisotropy of five mammalian FG nup-GFP fusions in HeLa cells: mNup214-GFPtip; mNup54-GFPtip; mNup98-GFPtip; mNup153-GFPtip; and mNup62-GFPtip (see Fig. S2). These proteins have a range of behaviors. mNup54-GFPtip and mNup98-GFPtip are somewhat ordered, and have a Type I pattern. mNup62-GFPtip and mNup153-GFPtip are less ordered, and mNup214-GFP is disordered (Fig. 1, a–i).

We subtracted the anisotropy value measured at 90° from the value at 0° to determine the curve amplitude (Fig. 1 j); more ordered nups will have a higher amplitude. Although the amplitudes of the mammalian anisotropy curves are consistently higher than those of the yeast curves, this can be explained by physical differences: the smaller yeast nucleus (radius \( \approx 1000 \) nm vs. radius \( \approx 4000 \) nm in mammalian nuclei) has more NE curvature in the focal plane (depth \( \approx 600 \) nm), which blurs the anisotropy pattern and decreases the measured amplitude. Additionally, the orientation of the membrane can be assigned with more precision for a larger NE.

In yeast, yNup57-GFP has the greatest amplitude of the nups tested, followed by yNup116, then yNup159, and last yNup1. In mammalian cells, mNup54-GFPtip has the greatest amplitude, then mNup98-GFPtip, followed by mNup62-GFPtip and mNup153-GFPtip, and last mNup214-GFPtip. Although some proteins are ordered and some disordered, within the ordered proteins there are different amounts of ordering; each FG domain has a distinct behavior. The order of an FG nup does not correlate with the length of the FG domain. For example, mNup98-GFPtip has less order than mNup54-GFPtip and more order than mNup62-GFPtip, but has a larger FG domain than both proteins (mNup98 = 504 amino acids; mNup54 = 114 amino acids; and mNup62 = 285 amino acids). The order does not correlate to the type of FG repeat present. For example, mNup214 and mNup54 both contain only FG repeats and no SxFG or FxFG repeats, but mNup54 is the most ordered of the mammalian FG repeats studied while mNup214 is the least ordered.

The order of the FG domains increases from tip to base

Previously, we had tagged yeast yNup116 both at the tip of the FG domain and at the boundary between the FG domain and the coiled-coil domain (yNup116-GFPboundary) (29). yNup116-GFPboundary had an anisotropy curve with a higher amplitude than yNup116-GFPtip, suggesting that the base of the FG domain is more ordered than the tip. In this study, we characterize the order of the FG nups along their length.

We created constructs with the GFP tag in one of four positions: at the tip of the FG domain (-GFPtip); in the middle of the FG repeats of the FG domain (-GFPmiddle); at the boundary between the FG domain and the folded domain (-GFPboundary); and at the opposite side of the folded domain to the FG domain (-GFPfolded) (Fig. 2 a). We endogenously tagged the yeast proteins yNup159, yNsp1, yNup57, yNup116, and yNup1 and expressed mNup214, mNup62, mNup54, mNup98, and mNup153 in HeLa cells (see Fig. S2). The anisotropy of these constructs was determined as a function of NE orientation (Fig. 2, b and c).

For yNup116, mNup98, yNup57, mNup54, yNsp1, and mNup62 the NE anisotropy is periodic and increased in amplitude as GFP is placed further from the tip of the FG domain (i.e., tip < middle < boundary < folded) (Fig. 2, d–j). Thus, order increases along the length of the FG domain, from tip to base.

The mNup62-GFPboundary has a Type III anisotropy curve, orienting the GFP dipole more perpendicular to the nucleocytoplasmic axis. In all other constructs, the GFP dipole is oriented more parallel to the nucleocytoplasmic axis. The GFPs at the tip and boundary of the mNup62 FG domain have opposite orientations; the orientation of the tip of the FG domain is not determined by the orientation of the base.

The absolute amplitudes of the curves vary between the proteins. For the mammalian constructs, mNup54 has the highest amplitude pattern at each position, followed by mNup98, and then mNup62. Similarly, among the yeast proteins the amplitude of the yNup57 curves is higher than that of the yNup116 and yNsp1 curves when comparing GFP placed at the same position.

The pattern of tip < middle < boundary < folded does not hold true for all the proteins. The yNup159 constructs and the mNup214 constructs show no periodicity (Fig. 1, a and f; and Fig. 2, b and c), consistent with disorder. Both yNup1 constructs have similar amplitudes to each other, as do all four mNup153 constructs. yNup1 and mNup153 are the only proteins in which the boundary
GFP adjacent to the coiled-coil domain does not display more order than GFP at the tip of the FG domain. Thus, the N-terminus of these proteins may be mobile or randomly oriented. These less-ordered FG nups are peripheral FG domains, whereas the ordered FG domains are in the central channel.

These patterns represent an average over many cells. We also examined the patterns present in individual yeast and mammalian cells. Some cells had strongly periodic anisotropy patterns while others were disordered. The amount of order of nups in an individual cell was not correlated to its intensity or its position in the cell cycle. The overall average
order therefore arises from a spectrum of patterns present in individual cells (see Fig. S3).

**Homologous FG Nups show similar amounts of order in vivo**

The absolute amplitudes of the curves differ between mammalian and yeast cells, but the relative behavior of homologous proteins is similar. Nups that have increasing order from the tip to the base of the FG domain are homologous pairs (mammalian/yeast): mNup98/yNup116, mNup54/yNup57, and mNup62/yNsp1. In both organisms, mNup54/yNup57 is more ordered than mNup98/yNup116, and the folded domain of mNup54/yNup57 has a higher amplitude than that of mNup62/yNsp1. The proteins that have low amplitudes are also homologs of each other: mNup21/yNup159 and mNup153/yNup1. This indicates that order of the individual FG nups may be evolutionarily conserved, despite the low degree of sequence similarity between yeast and mammalian FG domains. This supports the idea that the observed patterns reflect functionally relevant aspects of the NPC.

**FG domain behavior is dependent on position within the pore**

The ordered FG nups are centrally located; the disordered FG nups are peripherally located. We tested whether behavior of the FG domains depends on their position within the NPC. We fused GFPtip-tagged FG domains from mNup98, mNup62, or mNup54 to the amino terminal side of the cytoplasmically localized mNup214 folded domain (Fig. 3). Similar domain swap experiments in yeast show that the coiled-coil domain determines the localization of the chimera (35).

The anisotropy of mNup214-GFPtip had no dependence on NE orientation (Fig. 3 a). When the FG domains of mNup54 and mNup98 are fused to the mNup214 folded domain, GFP at the tip of the FG domain was disordered. A decrease in amplitude of mNup214/62-GFPtip relative to that of mNup62-GFPtip was difficult to detect because of the low amplitude of the mNup62-GFPtip curve (Fig. 3, b–d).

Domains that are ordered in the center of the NPC are disordered at the periphery. This result shows that the
behavior of an FG nup depends on its position within the NPC. As a negative control, FG domains were artificially localized to the plasma membrane, by the addition of GFP tagging of the FG domain does not impose an ordered conformation on the unstructured FG domain.

FG domain behavior is influenced by local context

The order of the central FG domains may be due to only local interactions within the pore lumen. This also demonstrates that GFP tagging of the FG domain does not impose an ordered conformation on the unstructured FG domain.

FIGURE 3 Moving the FG domains to a different position within the NPC causes changes in order. Anisotropy is plotted as a function of NE orientation. Schematics of the constructs are shown above graphs. (Top row) Central FG nup domains joined to the cytoplasmic Nup214 folded domain. (a) Native behavior of mNup214-GFPtip at the cytoplasmic face (purple). (b) Wild-type mNup54-GFPtip in center (blue); chimeric mNup214 coiled-coil/mNup54FG-GFPtip at the cytoplasmic face (light blue). (c) Wild-type mNup62-GFPtip in center (maroon); chimeric mNup214 coiled-coil/mNup62FG-GFPtip at the cytoplasmic face (red). (d) Wild-type mNup98-GFPtip in center (green); chimeric mNup214 coiled-coil/mNup98FG-GFPtip at the cytoplasmic face (dark green). (Middle row) Swapping FG and folded domains within a central subcomplex. (e) Native behaviors of mNup54-GFPtip (blue); mNup62-GFPtip (maroon). (f) Chimeras: mNup54 coiled-coil/mNup62FG-GFPtip (light blue); mNup62 coiled-coil/mNup54FG-GFPtip (red). (g) Chimeras: mNup54 coiled-coil/mNup214FG-GFPtip (light blue); mNup214 coiled-coil/mNup54FG-GFPtip (red). (Bottom row) FG domains anchored at the plasma membrane by a palmitoyl moiety (yellow). (i) GFP-palmitoyl (black). (j) GFP-Nup54FG-palmitoyl (blue). (k) GFP-Nup62FG-palmitoyl (maroon). All plots are mean ± SE. The number of cells analyzed is indicated on each plot.
in vivo as part of the Nup62 subcomplex, but have anisotropy patterns of different amplitudes (Fig. 3 e). We created four fusion proteins: mNup54/mNup62-GFP; mNup62/mNup54-GFP; mNup54/mNup62-GFPboundary; and mNup62/mNup54-GFPboundary, where the nomenclature is “folded domain/FG domain-GFP position”.

In all of the chimeric constructs, the anisotropy pattern was intermediate between that of mNup54 and mNup62 (Fig. 3, f–h). mNup54/62-FGtip and mNup62/54-FGtip had patterns of lower amplitude than mNup54tip and higher absolute amplitude than mNup62tip. mNup54/62-FGboundary and mNup62/54-FGboundary had a Type-I pattern (more similar to that of mNup54-GFPboundary) with a lower absolute amplitude than either that of mNup54-GFPboundary or mNup62-GFPboundary. Therefore, the degree to which the FG domain is ordered depends on the specific context around it. The pattern of the GFP at the boundary between the FG and folded domains is not simply a result of interactions between the GFP and the coiled-coil domain itself, but may be influenced by the upstream behavior of the FG domain.

The FG repeats have a limited role in FG domain behavior

Mutation of the FG repeats to AG disrupts cargo binding and FG-FG interactions in vitro (24). We investigated the effect of these mutations in vivo. FG to AG mutations had no effect on the anisotropy of the mNup62 constructs (Fig. 4); mNup62 organization is therefore not dependent on the mNup62 FG repeats.

There was no effect of altering the FG repeats to AG on the anisotropy pattern of mNup54-GFPtip or mNup54-GFPfolded. The anisotropy patterns of mNup54-GFPmiddle and mNup54-GFPboundary decreased in amplitude but were still periodic, with a Type-I pattern (Fig. 4 b). The order is partially affected but not completely lost, indicating some organization of some sections of mNup54 depends on the FG repeats.

When the FG repeats of mNup98 were mutated to AG, the protein was not at the NE but instead localized to the cytoplasm (see Fig. S4). The FG domain of mNup98 is required for its localization (37); these data show that the FG repeats are at least partially necessary for Nup98 targeting (see Fig. S4).

Anisotropy measurements can detect protein binding

The FG domains of mNup62, mNup98, mNup214, mNup153, and mNup54 are modified by O-linked glycosyl groups, which bind the lectin wheat germ agglutinin (WGA); this allows cargo binding but prevents transport (38,39). It is hypothesized that this is due to crosslinking and immobilization of the FG nups.

To test whether WGA binding affects ordering of the FG domains, cells were permeabilized (see Fig. S5) and WGA was added. WGA caused no changes in the anisotropy of mNup54 and mNup62 constructs with GFP at the tip, middle, or folded domain. However, the anisotropy patterns of mNup54-GFPboundary and mNup62-GFPboundary decreased in amplitude, indicating an increase in disorder (Fig. 5). Therefore, the effects of protein binding to pore components can be detected in this assay. The glycosylation sites in mNup62 are predicted to lie in-between the FG repeats and the folded domain; WGA binding may only affect protein structure close to the glycosylation sites.

WGA had no effect on the anisotropy of the mNup98, mNup214, and mNup153 constructs (see Fig. S5). If the glycosyl groups within these domains are not located close to GFP, perturbations caused by WGA might not be transmitted to the rest of the domain and would not be detectable as a change in anisotropy.

FG domain behavior is independent of active transport

To determine whether active transport of cargo affects FG nup behavior, we stopped active transport in yeast by disrupting the RanGTP gradient using azide and deoxyglucose treatment (40). Transport was assayed with mCherry-NLS (Fig. 6 a).

The anisotropies of yNup57-GFPtip, yNup57-GFPfolded, yNup116-GFPtip, yNup116-GFPmiddle, yNup1516-GFPboundary, yNup159-GFPtip, yNup159-GFPmiddle, and yNup159-GFPboundary were not affected by transport block (Fig. 6, b and c, and see Fig. S6); FG domain ordering is not dependent on active transport. This is consistent with no effect of permeabilization on anisotropy in mammalian cells, as permeabilization also disrupts the Ran gradient (see Fig. S5).

Cargo binding has no effect on FG nup behavior

Although transport is stopped upon depletion of RanGTP, cargo may still be bound, which could affect FG domain behavior. To test this we expressed karyopherinβ1-GFP (kapβ1-GFP) with Nup62-mCherry as a NE marker. Kapβ1 is used as a proxy for cargo load as it transports a wide range of molecules into the nucleus. In control cells, kapβ1-GFP is present in the cytoplasm and enriched at the NE. The cytoplasmic kapβ1-GFP signal is lost in permeabilized cells but NE fluorescence remains longer than 30 min, showing cargo bound at the NPC. To unbind the cargo, we added RanGTP. Most kapβ1-GFP unbound in the first 5 min after RanGTP addition (Fig. 6, e and f). 10 min after RanGTP addition (0.3 mg/mL) the GFP signal at the NE had decreased to 43% compared to 80% in control cells (Fig. 6 d). However, there was no effect of kapβ1-GFP dissociation on the anisotropy of the mNup54, mNup62,
mNup98, mNup214, or mNup153 constructs (Fig. 6, g and h, and see Fig. S6). Reducing the bound kapβ1 by more than 50% has no effect on the organization and behavior of the FG nucleoporins.

**DISCUSSION**

Each FG domain has a unique behavior in vivo, and many adopt specific orientational order. Importantly, the relative amount of order is conserved between homologous yeast and mammalian FG nups. Thus, the behavior of individual nucleoporins within the NPC may have relevance for function. These observations will be critical in interpreting models and furthering understanding of nuclear transport.

**FG domains are unfolded but ordered**

In vitro FG domains are in an unfolded conformation (41), and linker regions between FG repeats are poorly conserved, suggesting that they are not important for formation of secondary structural elements (13). This is consistent with our observation that different portions of the FG domain

---

**FIGURE 4** Contribution of FG repeats to ordering. Anisotropy is plotted as a function of NE orientation for wild-type and mutant FG→ AG constructs. (a) mNup62-GFP constructs (top to bottom): tip, middle, boundary, folded; WT (maroon, gray in print) and FG→AG mutant (red, gray in print). (b) mNup54-GFP constructs (top to bottom): tip, middle, boundary, folded; WT (blue, gray in print) and FG→AG mutant (dark blue, dark gray in print). All plots are mean ± SE. The number of cells analyzed is indicated on each plot.
can behave independently of one another, consistent with a lack of fixed structure. However, we show that unstructured domains are organized within the NPC in an oriented manner.

We do not think the GFP tag is affecting the orientational behavior of the FG domains. The identity of the FG nup tagged has a strong impact on behavior, suggesting that the measurements reflect differences between the FG domains themselves. Additionally, tests with an alternative fluorescent marker are consistent with the results observed for GFP (see Fig. S1).

**FG domains in the context of the NPC**

Packing a high density of unfolded protein domains within the pore lumen may cause alignment in a preferred orientation, explaining the central FG domain order. The peripheral...

---

FIGURE 5 Ligand binding can be detected in anisotropy measurements. (a) Schematic of mNup54 (left) and mNup62 (right) with putative glycosylated regions (yellow diamonds). Position of the FG repeats relative to the glycosylated region is shown. (b and c) Anisotropy plotted against NE orientation. Each plot shows a nucleoporin-GFP mock- and WGA-treated. (b) mNup54-GFP constructs (top to bottom): tip, middle, boundary, folded. Mock treatment (dark blue, light gray in print); WGA treatment (light blue, gray in print). (c) mNup62-GFP constructs (top to bottom): tip, middle, boundary, folded. Mock treatment (maroon, light gray in print); WGA treatment (red, gray in print). All plots are mean ± SE.
FG domains are disordered, consistent with their less constrained geometry. The organization of these domains is not intrinsic but depends on positioning and interactions within the NPC.

The GFP dipoles at the tips and middles of the ordered FG domains are oriented in the same direction, more parallel than perpendicular to the nucleocytoplasmic axis. The orientation of GFP relative to the FG domain is unknown; if all GFP molecules are oriented in the same way to the FG domains, this suggests that the FG domains may all be oriented in the same direction.

For central FG domains, we observe an increase in order from tip to base, consistent with an anchored filament. If extended, many FG domains are longer than the channel width, and would have to be extended along the nucleocytoplasmic axis. Such extended FG domains have been observed in EM (42); FG domains in an extended conformation aligned along the nucleocytoplasmic axis was recently proposed for mNup54 and mNup62 (43).

**Behavior of individual FG domains**

The anisotropy patterns are a spatio-temporal average of many GFP molecules. It is critical to note that the fluorescence lifetime of GFP is ~3 ns, transport events are 1–2 ms, and our exposure times are 2000 ms. We are measuring...
protein properties during several thousand transport events, therefore preferred orientations of an overall population of FG nups are measured. Because of these differences in timescale, changes in orientation of an individual protein during a single transport event cannot be detected (see Note in the Supporting Material). The anisotropy pattern alone is not enough to distinguish between static and dynamic organization for averaged data. The observed low amplitude curves for GFP at the tip or middle of the FG domains (Fig. 2, b and c) could arise if every GFP molecule is held statically in certain specific orientations (30), but a more likely explanation is that low amplitude patterns result from many GFP molecules in a range of orientations. This would be compatible with the idea that FG domains are mobile, but spend more time in one orientation than the other, leading to an ordered pattern on average. Thus, the FG nups may be dynamic with a particular orientation or conformation preferred.

Implications for models for nucleocytoplasmic transport

These data are compatible with many previous observations, but rule out some aspects of the existing models. The order of the central FG domains suggests limitations to the space they are exploring, in contrast to models where FG domains are completely free to move according to entropy (7). However, the FG domains still could be mobile. Particular FG domains are ordered even if their ability to make FG-FG interactions is disrupted by mutating FG motifs, which suggests that order is not coming from participation of the FG domain in a saturated polymer gel (the hydrophobic gel model) (15).

Many models for transport treat the FG domains as interchangeable components of a homogenous network; our data show that they have distinct behaviors in situ. Interestingly, a recent study in which the Stokes radii of purified FG domains were determined showed that some domains are collapsed coils, while others are extended (25). Interestingly, Nup57, which has the most ordered tip of the yeast nups, is predicted to adopt a collapsed coil proximal to the pore wall, whereas Nup159, for which we measure less order at the tip, is predicted to adopt an extended conformation. However, the relationship does not hold up in every case, because in solution Nup1 is predicted to have a cohesive, collapsed coil at the N-terminus, but does not show an ordered pattern in vivo. This shows the importance of in situ context for FG domain behavior. The study also suggests that FG domains interact differently depending on their nonFG amino acid content; this is in keeping with our observation that FG repeats are not the primary determinant of FG domain order.

Rounds of cargo binding and unbinding to the FG nups are invoked in several models of nucleocytoplasmic transport. We observed import cargo at the NE for >30 min after permeabilization, and a requirement for RanGTP for unbinding. This is probably incompatible with cargo rapidly binding and unbinding, as one would expect cargo to be lost by unbinding and diffusion away from the NPC in this scenario. Single-molecule studies have suggested that Ran acts exclusively to unbind cargo at the nuclear face (44), which is compatible with a Brownian ratchet model for transport (21). In contrast to in vitro observations that FG domains form an extended polymer brush that collapses when cargo binds, we detected no gross conformational change in vivo when import cargo was purged from the NPC.

CONCLUSION

Nematic ordering of the FG domains

A speculative cartoon, to aid visualizations for ordering within the NPC, is presented in Fig. 7. The behavior of each FG domain is uniquely determined by its biophysical properties and interactions with its surroundings (Fig. 7 a). Although individual domains adopt many conformations, geometric constraints require the majority of central FG domains to align, orienting them with respect to the NPC (Fig. 7 b). For some proteins, such as mNup54, this overall organization is reinforced by interactions via the FG repeats.

Ordering of the central FG domains is nematic, characterized by orientational order along the nucleocytoplasmic axis without implications for positional order. Other biological examples of nematic order are fatty acid tails organized in a membrane, and viral DNA packed into the capsid. In contrast, at the periphery of the NPC, the FG domains are less constrained in the space they can explore, and are disordered (Fig. 7 c).

Dense packing of FG domains into the lumen of the pore provides a mechanism for cargo specificity by sterically blocking nonspecific cargo from the NPC while molecules that bind FG repeats can enter (Fig. 7 d). Import cargo remains bound to the FG domain until it encounters RanGTP, supporting a Brownian ratchet model for transport (21).

To our knowledge, these experiments are the first extensive measurements of FG domain behavior in situ in both mammalian and yeast cells, and reveal an unexpected degree of order within the NPC. This order of the FG domains is best understood in the constraints of the local geometry of the central channel of the NPC, and has important implications for the mechanism of cargo transport through the NPC.
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